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Compost Stew
Terrestrial mollusks, the second largest phylum in the animal kingdom, are vitally
important to the earth's ecology. With the publication of Land Snails and Slugs of
the Pacific Northwest, a definitive and comprehensive guide to snails and slugs of
Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and western Montana is finally available. Primarily an
identification guide, this richly illustrated volume offers complete information on
the range of terrestrial mollusk shapes, sizes, and characteristics. It presents an
overview of their habitat requirements as well as details of land snail and slug
ecology, collection and preservation methods, and biogeography. Land Snails and
Slugs of the Pacific Northwest is an essential reference for biologists,
horticulturalists, gardeners, and naturalists, and anyone wishing to identify species
in the field. * Identification keys and species accounts for most of the 245 taxa of
terrestrial slugs and snails in the region * 280 full-color photographs of 155 species
and subspecies * Range maps for most species

Snail-Snaily-Snails
Hedge-Hedgey-Hedgehogs is a unique and adorable book perfect for young
readers! Learn about hedgehogs in this fact-and-photo-filled book that is just as
cute as the animals themselves! Did you know that the name for a baby hedgehog
is a hoglet? Or that hedgehogs make good pets because they prey on common
garden pests? This nonfiction reader will teach kids how to take good care of these
unique creatures.

Pig-Piggy-Pigs
Get ready for the first day of school with Peanut Butter and friends, the popular
characters from award-winning author Terry Border. Peanut Butter has a big day
tomorrow--it's his first day at a new school! With help from his friends, Peanut
Butter can have a great first day, because they'll all go together: Peanut Butter and
Hamburger and Cupcake and Egg and Meatball and French Fries and Soup and of
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course Jelly.

Kit-Kit-Kittens
Describes the anatomy, habitat, eating habits, growth, and behavior of pill bugs.

The Story of Fish and Snail
Three little dragons in a far-off cave can't sleep. Someone needs to tuck them in!
Luckily a Good Knight keeps watch and hears their lonely ROAR. The Good Knight
(because he is a good knight) helps by bringing glasses of water, reading stories,
singing songs, and dispensing kisses in multiple trips down his tower and through
the dark forest. Young readers will fall in love with the agreeable Good Knight and
the dragons with their sweet but repetitive requests. The repetition--though it tires
the Good Knight--will help beginning readers build confidence. With pictures by
Jennifer Plecas, whose unforgettably adorable dragons will win every heart, Good
Night, Good Knight is sure to become a new bedtime classic.

Amazingly, Awesome Snails!
Bonjour! Escargot is a beautiful French snail who wants only two things: 1. To be
your favorite animal. 2. To get to the delicious salad at the end of the book. But
when he gets to the salad, he discovers that there's a carrot in it. And Escargot
hates carrots. But when he finally tries one—with a little help from you!—he
discovers that it's not so bad after all! A charming and interactive picture book
ideal for picky eaters and animal lovers alike.

Pill Bugs and Sow Bugs and Other Crustaceans
Woodward and McTwee are the silliest of friends. A bird and a hippopotamus could
not be more different, but they love playing hide-and-seek and pulling pranks on
each other. Join Woodward and McTwee for a ton of fun with two hilarious stories!

Curious About Ice Cream
Let's Get Gardening is a wonderful start to building any child's green thumb and
encouraging them to do their bit for the environment. This book includes three
simple chapters - kitchen gardening, wildlife gardening and recycled gardening each with easy sustainability projects to inspire everyone's inner eco-kid. Learn
how to grow organic vegetables and herbs, how to attract awesome bees,
butterflies and birds to your area, and how to make sustainable garden containers
from household waste. This book helps children learn about conservation, recycling
and sustainability in simple and practical ways, while getting them outdoors
learning about plants and wildlife. They will learn to build a mini nature reserve,
grow staple ingredients themselves, plant a bee-friendly garden, provide homes for
native wildlife and much more. Whether you have a big garden or a small
windowsill, you can do your bit to make the world a greener place.

Language Arts
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Introduces the world of snails, sharing key characteristics while explaining how
they are regarded as both a pest and a delicacy.

What Is the World Cup?
Exposing children to a diverse range of literary and informational texts, the Core
Concepts program helps develop important literacy and cognitive skills necessary
to meet many of the Common Core State Standards. Did you know that every year
hundreds of thousands of monarch butterflies migrate 2,500 miles to Mexico for
the winter? It takes four generations of butterflies to make the trip, and only the
fourth generation lives longer than three weeks. Follow a beautiful butterfly as she
makes her journey down to Mexico! Fly, Butterfly covers the concepts Animals and
Seasons.

Snail Trail
What's the Scoop? Americans eat more ice cream than people in any other country
(on average 48 pints per person a year). Where did this cool treat come from? And
how did its popularity spread? If you're curious about all things ice cream, this fun,
visual 8 x 8 developed with the food curators at the Smithsonian is now on the
menu!

Grandma's Gardens
A fact- and photo-filled reader for young cat lovers introduces a variety of breeds
while describing how kittens grow and the best ways to care for a pet kitten.
Simultaneous.

Are You a Snail?
Sophie the snail, eager to start school and have her many questions answered, is
overcome by shyness and keeps popping into her shell until a new friend helps.

Slow, Slow Sloths
Every day, Snail waits for Fish to come home with a new story. Today, Fish's story
(about pirates!) is too grand to simply be told: Fish wants to show Snail. But that
would mean leaving the familiar world of their book—a scary prospect for Snail,
who would rather stay safely at home and pretend to be kittens. Fish scoffs that
cats are boring; Snail snaps back. Is this book too small for the two feuding friends?
Could this be THE END of The Story of Fish and Snail? Deborah Freedman, author
of Blue Chicken, has created a sweet and playful story about friendship that truly
jumps off the page.

Ham-Ham-Hamsters
Did you know that Bell's amazing invention--the telephone--stemmed from his work
on teaching the deaf? Both his mother and wife were deaf. Or, did you know that in
later years he refused to have a telephone in his study? Bell's story will fascinate
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young readers interested in the early history of modern technology!

Slimy Snails
Ever want to know more about those mysterious creatures inside the circular
shells? This is a great guide for children who want to know more about those
amazingly, awesome snails! This book provides a detailed, scientific look at the
physical characteristics of snails, their habitats, method of movement, shell
development, mating habits, egg development and lifecycle. Includes dramatic and
detailed color photos of the snail in its natural habitat. Great for school research for
students in grades 4-8 or just plain kid-inquisitiveness about these slimy but
amazing creatures.

Noah's Ark
A young snail faces many challenges as it tries to grow safely into an adult. All the
facts a young child needs to understand the life of this intriguing backyard creature
are packed into Backyard Books: Are You a Snail? by Judy Allen with illustrations by
Tudor Humphries.

Woodward and Mctwee
Slimy Snail sets out on a trail. But where exactly does he go? Up a hill, over a
bridge, down a slope . . . Things are not always as they seem in this delightful
outdoor adventure by the acclaimed Ruth Brown.

In the Garden
Explore the unique aspects of snails, including their body parts and structure, their
habitat and how it supports them, their diet, and what all that slime is used for.
Captions pair with the book's images to point out key visual details to readers, and
chapter headings assist readers in locating information and main ideas. Readers
will also find text features for further information such as a labeled photo diagram,
glossary, and index.

We Are the Gardeners
This adorable book all about sloths is perfect for young animal-lovers! This fact-andphoto-filled book features one of the cutest and most unique animals out
there--the sloth! Did you know that sloths sleep up to twenty hours a day? Did you
know they descend from their trees once a week to go to the bathroom? In this
nonfiction reader, kids will learn all about this sleepy, slow-moving mammal.

Peanut Butter's First Day of School
Marvelous wonders await in this extraordinary garden book. From season to
season, children follow the life of a garden as each page reveals new treasures
hiding under lift-up flaps. Peek inside the curious tulip bulb and discover the peas
inside a peapod. Watch a ladybug help with pesky aphids and search for ripe
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strawberries under the leaves. Rich in detail, Emma Giuliani's bright, immersive
illustrations and flaps in fantastic shapes, sizes, and colors carry the reader into
the enchanted world of gardening. Discovering different facets of the gardenfauna, flora, and the work necessary to help it grow and thrive-will delight
gardeners of all ages.

Pup-Pup-Puppies
In the #1 New York Times bestseller We Are the Gardeners, Joanna Gaines and the
kids chronicle the adventures of starting their own family garden. From their failed
endeavors, obstacles to overcome (bunnies that eat everything), and all of the
knowledge they gain along the way, the Gaines family shares how they learned to
grow a happy, successful garden. We Are the Gardeners is a whimsical picture
book perfect for: Ages 4-8 Parents, libraries, classroom story times, and
discussions focusing on springtime and gardening Households that enjoy watching
HGTV's Fixer Upper Young children and families interested in gardening and plants
After reading, children will learn: Trying something new isn't always easy, but the
hardest work often yields the greatest reward The basic steps and process of
starting a garden The importance of patience and how it is possible to learn from
your mistakes You and your children will learn all about the Gaines family's story of
becoming gardeners in Joanna's first children's book--starting with the first little
fern Chip bought for Jo. Over the years, the family's love for gardening has
blossomed into what is now a beautiful, bustling garden.

Let's Get Gardening
Provides information about the life cycle and proper care for wood lice and brine
shrimp, members of the crustacean family.

Trees, Leaves, Flowers & Seeds
What animal hides in a shell, has a soft body, and can leave a slimy trail behind it
when it moves? Snails! But do you know where snails live? Or what they like to
eat? Read this book to find out! Learn all about different animals in the Animal
Close-Ups series—part of the Lightning Bolt BooksTM collection. With high-energy
designs, exciting photos, and fun text, Lightning Bolt BooksTM bring nonfiction
topics to life!

A Pig, a Fox, and a Box
From the first edition to the latest, Language Arts: Process, Product and
Assessment for Diverse Classrooms has presented sound language arts theory and
methodology in a nonthreatening, straightforward manner at a reasonable price.
Coverage focuses on the 2017 Standards for Literacy Professionals. Each chapter
identifies and addresses the standards applicable to that chapter’s topics. Farris
and Werderich infuse their foundational guidelines with the latest research,
teaching practices, and assessment and evaluation techniques. Ideas for lesson
plans, use of technological applications, internet resources, and comprehensive, upto-date listings of children’s, young adult, and multicultural fiction and nonfiction
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titles are among the text’s outstanding features. Other features geared expressly
for pre- and inservice teachers include: • Engaging, real-life classroom anecdotes •
Instructional activities for reading, writing, listening, speaking, viewing, and
visually representing • Boxes containing teaching hints and mini lessons • Section
on Response to Intervention (RtI) with the various tiers of intervention • Theories,
instruction, and teaching activities for English language learners (ELLs) •
Guidelines to meet the needs of special needs learners • Suggestions for literacybased interdisciplinary instruction (including STEM and STEAM) • Examples of
children’s work to help readers understand what to expect from different ages and
ability levels • Questions and assignments to strengthen readers’ aptitude,
awareness, and application of topics to real life

Let's Look at Snails
GOOOAAAAAL! Get ready for a front-row seat at the world's most-watched sporting
event--the World Cup. Every four years, thirty-two of the best men's soccer teams
from across the globe compete for the title of FIFA World Cup winner. Over one
billion people tuned in worldwide to watch the final game of the 2014 competition,
making the World Cup the most widely viewed sporting event in the world,
exceeding even the Summer Olympics! This book takes a look back at what has
changed since the first tournament in 1930 and what lies ahead for the most
popular sport in the world.

Good Night, Good Knight
It's the big dance show! Nina is a butterfly. She has pretty wings and a bug mask.
But she is not the only one! There are lots of butterflies. How will her mom know
which one is Nina? Read this funny story and find out!

Norman the Snail
Presents simple facts about pigs and how to keep them as pets.

Puffin Little Environmentalist: Composting
A unique guide to the extraordinary world of plants, from the smallest seeds to the
tallest trees. We couldn't live without plants. We need them for food, shelter, and
even the air we breathe, yet we know surprisingly little about them. Why do
thistles bristle with spines? How do some plants trap and eat insects? Did you
know there are trees that are 5,000 years old? Trees, Leaves, Flowers & Seeds
explores the mysterious world of plants to find the answers to these and many
more questions. Each type of plant--such as a flowering plant, tree, grass, or
cactus--is examined close up, with an example shown from all angles and even in
cross section, to highlight the key parts. Then picture-packed galleries show the
wonderful variety of plants on different themes, perhaps the habitat they grow in,
a flower family, or the plants that supply us with our staple foods. But the book
also takes a fun look at some truly weird and wonderful plants, including trees with
fruits like a giant's fingers, orchids that look like monkey faces, seeds that spin like
helicopters, and trees that drip poison. So open this beautiful book and find out
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more about amazing Trees, Leaves, Flowers & Seeds.

Nina, Nina Ballerina
From mother-daughter team Hillary Clinton and Chelsea Clinton comes a
celebration of family, tradition and discovery, and an ode to mothers,
grandmothers and the children they love. Grandma Dorothy shared her love of
gardens with her daughter, Hillary, and her granddaughter, Chelsea. She taught
them that gardens are magical places to learn, exciting spaces for discovery, quiet
spots to spend time with family and beautiful areas to share stories and celebrate
special occasions. But most of all, she taught them that in her gardens, her love
grew and blossomed. In this inspiring and heartwarming mother-daughter story,
Hillary Clinton and Chelsea Clinton team up to show readers how sharing the things
we love with the people we love can create powerful, everlasting bonds between
generations. Praise for Grandma's Gardens: "A deeply affectionate tribute to the
bounty of nature and the love of gardening." --Publishers Weekly "Filled with
mindfulness, the story inspires children to reflect on family and keep memories
alive." --Booklist

Let's Get Gardening: Australian Eco-Gardening Projects for
Children
Sofia the Snail
A rhyming recipe explains how to make the dark, crumbly, rich, earth-friendly food
called compost while collage illustrations made with recycled and found materials
echo the eco-friendly message. By the author of Millions of Snowflakes.

Land Snails and Slugs of the Pacific Northwest
In the style of Mo Willems, Jonathan Fenske tells three humorous stories of two
friends, Pig and Fox, and their shenanigans with a cardboard box (all of which
involved Pig accidentally crushing Fox in the box). With comic art and simple
language, this Level 2 reader is sure to have kids rolling with laughter.

Hedge-Hedgey-Hedgehogs
In this colorful guide featuring 30 easy gardening projects, kids will learn to grow
their own fruits and vegetables, attract wildlife such as butterflies and bees, and
recycle household items into animal habitats and fun decorations. Whether they've
got a big backyard or just a windowsill, kids can grow all sorts of plants with this
beginner's gardening book. Packed with step-by-step activities, this book teaches
children ages 5-8 how to grow garden staples like tomatoes, pumpkins, and
zucchini with photographic examples. Each project includes a complete materials
list, planting guide, and tips on harvesting your fruits and vegetables, providing
plenty of support for kids from start to finish. The book also offers advice on
creating creature-friendly spaces within your garden, such as a bee hotel, a
ladybug sanctuary, and a home for frogs and toads. By caring for the wildlife
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around them, kids can grow to better understand the relationship between humans
and nature, and how we can support local habitats wherever we happen to live.
Beyond the gardening basics, Let's Get Gardening also helps kids learn about
conservation, recycling, and sustainability through simple, hands-on projects. From
making mini greenhouses out of leftover glass jars, to growing strawberries in an
old pair of rain boots, to repurposing an empty milk carton as a hanging bird
feeder, there are so many practical ways for kids to help cut waste and reduce
pollution. So grab your potting soil and let's get gardening!

Escargot
The first book in the Geisel Honor–winning series featuring an unlikely pair of
friends “delivers a steady stream of laughs” for young readers (Publishers Weekly).
Told in three comical, episodic shorts and ranging in topic from adventuring to
having pets, Snail and Worm will have readers laughing at the friends’ silly antics,
making it a perfect book for readers transitioning between picture books and
chapter books. This beloved duo returns in Snail and Worm Again, Tina Kügler’s
Geisel Honor–winning companion to Snail and Worm, and complete their hat trick
(wait, do worms wear hats?) in Snail and Worm All Day.

Who Was Alexander Graham Bell?
Helping children overcome the fear of a dark room can be a daunting task for
parents, making bedtime a nightly chore. Sofia the snail, “The little snail who was
afraid of the dark,” is a charming story that addresses a child's fear of bedtime
darkness. The colorful pages and poetic tale offers parents a whimsical way to
comfort even the most nervous little sleeper.

Pill Bugs Up Close
When God warns Noah that he will make it rain for forty days and forty nights,
Noah builds the boat that will keep him, his family, and two of every animal in the
world safe during the great storm.

Snail & Worm
Just because we're little doesn't mean we can't learn BIG facts. Have you ever
wondered how you could help save the planet? If you're a Little Environmentalist
who is curious about composting, you're about to DELVE INTO THE DIRT with Puffin
Little!

Sophie's Shell
Learn all about hamsters in this fact-and-photo-filled book for young readers! Their
tiny feet scamper across cages and sprint on exercise wheels. Their little noses
sniff the air and their whiskers twitch as they stuff their cheeks with food. As some
of the most adorable members of the rodent family, hamsters make very popular
pets. Especially in the classroom! In this nonfiction reader, kids will learn all about
how to care for these cute critters.
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Fly, Butterfly
Provides information about puppies to teach children how to take good care of
their pets, including physical characteristics and behaviors.
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